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delegare in english cambridge dictionary May 28 2024 delegare verb delegate verb to give a piece of work power etc to
someone else depute verb formal to appoint a person to take over a task etc depute verb formal to hand over a task etc to
someone else to do for one
delegate definition meaning merriam webster Apr 27 2024 the meaning of delegate is a person acting for another how to
use delegate in a sentence did you know
delegare translation in english bab la Mar 26 2024 translation for delegare in the free italian english dictionary and many
other english translations
delegare translation in english italian english dictionary Feb 25 2024 delegare translation in italian english reverso dictionary
see also delega delineare delegazione delegato examples definition conjugation
delegare translation into english examples italian Jan 24 2024 assign devolve commission deputize show more È possibile
delegare qualcuno alla consegna dei documenti it is possible to delegate someone to hand in the documents in alternativa si
dovrà delegare per iscritto un dirigente alternatively you will have to delegate in writing an executive
delegare traduzione in inglese esempi italiano reverso Dec 23 2023 verbo delegate outsource assign devolve
commission deputize mostrare più È possibile delegare qualcuno alla consegna dei documenti it is possible to delegate
someone to hand in the documents in alternativa si dovrà delegare per iscritto un dirigente alternatively you will have to
delegate in writing an executive
delegate definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Nov 22 2023 delegate lends an official air to passing off your work if
you don t like cleaning the bathroom you can try to delegate that task to your little brother a delegate is also an elected
official or the person who is doing the task you delegated them to do
delegate definition in the cambridge learner s dictionary Oct 21 2023 someone who is sent somewhere to represent a
group of people especially at a meeting delegate verb i t uk ˈdelɪɡeɪt us to give someone else part of your work or some of
your responsibilities he needs to learn to delegate or he ll never get everything done
delegate synonyms 141 similar and opposite words merriam Sep 20 2023 synonyms for delegate ambassador representative
envoy minister agent diplomat legate consul antonyms of delegate abrogate abdicate hold retain keep withhold receive own
delegare wiktionary the free dictionary Aug 19 2023 delegàre first person singular present dèlego first person singular
past historic delegài past participle delegàto auxiliary avére to delegate to appoint someone to represent one
delegation definition meaning merriam webster Jul 18 2023 what is a delegation the task of a delegation each member of
which can be called a delegate is to represent a larger group often at a conference
delegate all you need to know about it collins english Jun 17 2023 a delegate is a person chosen to vote or make
decisions on behalf of a group of people especially at a conference or meeting
to be a great leader you have to learn how to delegate well May 16 2023 to set the table for effective delegation make sure
you express why something is important to you confirm that your expectations for the work have been clearly
communicated ask how much of
delegate definition meaning dictionary com Apr 15 2023 noun a person designated to act for or represent another or
others deputy representative as in a political convention formerly the representative of a territory in the u s house of
representatives a member of the lower house of the state legislature of maryland virginia or west virginia
how to delegate effectively 9 tips for managers Mar 14 2023 from a management perspective delegation occurs when
a manager assigns specific tasks to their employees by delegating those tasks to team members managers free up time to
focus on higher value activities while also keeping employees engaged with greater autonomy
delegate verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Feb 13 2023 intransitive transitive to give part of your
work power or authority to somebody in a lower position than you some managers find it difficult to delegate delegate
something to somebody the job had to be delegated to an assistant extra examples take your english to the next level
delegate english meaning cambridge dictionary Jan 12 2023 a person chosen or elected by a group to represent the group
esp at a meeting each state chooses delegates to the national convention
examples of delegate in a sentence merriam webster Dec 11 2022 verb how to use delegate in a sentence delegate 1 of 2
noun definition of delegate synonyms for delegate he s been chosen as a delegate to the convention across both schemes
the delegates are from across the u k s nations and regions naman ramachandran variety 4 aug 2023
delegation law everything you need to know upcounsel Nov 10 2022 delegation law occurs when a party to the contract
transfers the responsibility and authority for performing a particular contractual duty to another party delegation doesn t
involve the transfer of contractual rights in an assignment the rights or benefits of the contract are assigned to another
party
delegation definition in the cambridge english dictionary Oct 09 2022 the act of delegating a particular job duty right etc to
someone delegation of delegation of responsibility is a key part of a manager s job smart vocabulary related words and
phrases definition of delegation from the cambridge advanced learner s dictionary thesaurus cambridge university press
delegation intermediate english
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